we opened offices on this tower-floor in the Schiller Building, Chicago—a
building that, owing to Sullivan's love for his new home in the South, had
been more largely left to me than any other. Accustomed to the view from
a high place and feeling a little nearer Adler and Sullivan by being there,
I suppose, I wanted that space.
Cecil and I had a draughting room, each, either side of the common
central room for business. Defending this room was an anteroom or vesti-
bule with the ceiling dropped down to the top of the doors. A straight line
glass-pattern formed this ceiling—glass diffusing artificial light. The effect
of this indirect lighting in the small anteroom was like sunlight, no light-
fixtures visible. There was a large flat oak chest of drawers each side of the
door with some of Hermon MacNeiTs Indian statuettes standing on them.
The walls were entirely plain. At either end were two plain square chairs.
We liked to stand there and talk about the future—Cecil and I. And we
would greet a coming client or linger there to talk with one leaving, en-
joying the atmosphere.
The outside entrance door to this anteroom, like the inner door to the
business space itself, was a single clear plate of glass bordered by the usual
wood stiles and rails of the usual width. A single clear glass plate from side
to side ran top to bottom with our names lettered in gold on one side of the
outside door at the top of the plate-glass. On the inner door, 'Private'.
Also in gold.
These single-panel clear plate-glass doors had style. They were new.
Anyone could see directly not only into the anteroom from the elevator
hall, but into the business space as well, so we had a shade on each door to
pull up from top to bottom. But the shades were seldom used, the effect
was so pleasant.
At the centre of the inner business-space was a huge, flat-topped table
with four square chests of drawers for legs, leaving leg-space at the
middle on four sides. Four comfortable chairs were placed one at the
centre of each side. We could thus sit on both sides with clients or con-
tractors on the other sides. This table was seven feet square and in the
centre was a glass globe usually filled with flowers from our small garden.
Sitting there I could see directly out as anyone could see directly in. This
had various consequences.
I see one of the consequences as I write, in the yellow face and evil eyes
of Shimoda, a Japanese draughtsman fired for cause and warned never to
come back. The cause was speaking obliquely of a lady who got into the
habit of leaving flowers in the glass globe on the big office table.
And yet, one noon, as I glanced up, there stood Shimoda.
A scared look came over the yellow face as I jumped to my feet* My time
to be out so he was taken as much by surprise as I was. Probably he had
come back with no worse intent than to see the boys, but I had warned
Mm never to come back.
He turned to run but I could open those two doors quickly by jiow,
owing to much practice. Before he could get away I reached him. A well-
directed ultimate kick landed him well down the half-flight on the main .
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